### LOCAL CODES (conferences, detentions, timeout, etc.)
- CLET: Excessive talking/yelling
- CLR: Derogatory/abusive language, gestures (to staff)
- CLDL: Derogatory/abusive language, gestures (to student)
- CLRP: Refusal to participate/work
- CLLV: Leaving without permission
- CLTR: Unexcused tardiness
- CLMA: Misuse of materials
- CLST: Stealing (non-criminal)
- CLCV: Cellphone/tech violation
- CLTI: Inappropriate physical contact (staff)
- CLSI: Inappropriate physical contact (student)
- CLLY: Dishonesty
- CLWP: Weaponizing objects
- CMSA: Violation of safety rules
- CMRA: In a restricted area
- CMSK: Skipping
- CMDP: Destruction of property
- CMDC: Violation of dress code
- CMRD: Failure to comply with reasonable directive (defiance)
- CMRP: Refusal to abide by posted and/or defined rules/procedures
- CMGM: Gambling
- CMUM: Unauthorized selling or publications
- CTLC: Contraband
- PDIA: Public display of intimate affection

### PEIMS CODE 21 (detention, contracts, conferences, ISS, OSS, DAEP, etc.)
- (CHRONIC MISBEHAVIOR)
  - RT21: Derogatory/abusive language, gestures (to staff)
  - DL21: Derogatory/abusive language, gestures (to student)
  - LV21: Leaving without permission
  - RP21: Refusal to participate/work
  - TC21: Inappropriate physical contact (staff)
  - SC21: Inappropriate physical contact (student)
  - ST21: Stealing (non-criminal)
  - TR21: Chronic tardiness
  - LY21: Dishonestly (chronic)
  - DS21: Destruction of property
  - SR21: Violation of safety Rules
  - RA21: In restricted area
  - SK21: Chronic skipping
  - DC21: Chronic dress code violation
  - DF21: Chronic failure to adhere to reasonable directive (defiance)
  - GM21: Chronic gambling
  - SB21: Chronic bus violations
  - PD21: Chronic/inappropriate PDA
  - UP21: Distribution/selling/posting of unauthorized publications or items
  - CV21: Chronic cell phone/tech violations
  - SD21: Unauthorized protests, demonstrations, walkouts
  - TS21: Tampering with school records/forms
  - CN21: Failure to adhere to behavior contract
  - GN21: Gang related violations
  - UE21: Non-felony burglary, unauthorized entrance of HISD building
  - CT21: Possession/use of contraband (i.e. fireworks, lighters, cigarettes, ammunition, pellets, etc.)
  - LT21: Hit list
  - WP21: Weaponizing objects
  - GG21: BB/pellet gun/rifle; stun guns
  - RG21: Replica of a gun
  - DR21: Drug paraphernalia
  - KN21: Knife with intent
  - BK21: Brass knuckles with intent
  - VP21: Vaping/possession of device

### PS21: Discharging mace/pepper spray (no assault charge)
- TU21: Misuse of any type of personal/district technology (recording/photography/sexting)
- IN21: Suspicion/Under the influence (no previous concerns)
- CR21: Used for DAEP REFERRAL ONLY for multiple Student Code violations, which are documented in SIS – LAST ENTRY

### THE FOLLOWING REQUIRE POLICE FILE #S
- AC21: Assault by contact teacher
- AS21: Assault by contact student
- AV21: Assault verbal
- MT21: Misdemeanor theft
- MC21: Misdemeanor criminal mischief or extortion
- EA21: Evading arrest

### BULLYING/HARASSMENT (documented)
- BA21: Based on appearance
- BB21: Based on beliefs/religion
- BD21: Based on disability
- BE21: Based on gender expression
- BG21: Based on other reasons
- BR21: Based on ethnicity/race
- BS21: Based on sexual orientation
- HA21: Dating violence/harassment
- HI21: Pressure, hassling, badgering
- HS21: Sexual harassment
- HZ21: Hazing

### NON-FELONY DRUG OFFENSES
- DU21: Possession/distribution of unauthorized prescription
- DD21: Possession/distribution of unauthorized over-the-counter medication

### PEIMS CODE 04 (non-felony)
- IN04: Under the influence of an illegal drug
- PS04: Possession of illegal drug
- DI04: Distribution of illegal drug

### PEIMS CODE 05 (non-felony)
- IN05: Under the influence of alcohol
- PS05: Possession of alcohol
- DI05: Distribution of alcohol

---

Note: if a certain misbehavior cannot be found on this chart, please email LGAVITO@HOUSTONISD.ORG with a detailed description of the misbehavior.